Pruning : Fruit Trees for Small Spaces (Espalier)
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Training and maintaining an espalier requires two
diﬀerent kinds of pruning: winter and summer. In
winter, you make your major 'heading back' cuts,
which on scaﬀolding branches (other than the vercal trunk) is always done just above a downwardfacing bud. Summer pruning--the pinching back of
twigs that form along the scaﬀold branches is es-

Training Year 1
Tie to frame work
Cut terminal back to a bud
Rub oﬀ upward facing buds
Pinch back to 5-6 leaves during summer
Training Subsequent years
Allow laterals to increase in length about 9-12”
Keep lateral branch pped so it keeps growing.
A5ach scaﬀold Branches to supports through out the
summer (approx. 3x)
Remove suckering branches immediately
Repeat steps from year 1

Apple Spur

Peach bud wood

2nd or 3rd Year

Grapes
1st year– Tie to the support system.
2nd year- Select the most vigorous cane and remove all others. If the cane is long enough to
reach the top wire, cut it oﬀ at that height and e tautly to the wire. Flower or fruit clusters
are best removed as noced.
3rd year– Select two of the best canes at each wire and remove the others. Shorten the selected canes leaving two to four buds on each.
4th year-Select a fruing cane and where possible a renewal spur at each of the four arms.
The number of buds le: per cane may be increased to about 10 to 12 on plants of good vigor.

Pruning Fruit Trees
Timing
Spacing
Fruit type

Apples and Pears
Pruning
Apple trees are trained to a modiﬁed leader system. The
tree should be trained with one central leader or main
trunk in the center, with several wide-angled limbs
spaced around the leader. The tree should mature to a
pyramidal shape.
Summer pruning is advised, especially for removing waterspouts, rootsuckers and ﬁre-blight-infected wood.
Summer pruning can also be used during the ﬁrst three
years of tree training to produce the desired tree shape.
Undesired growth should be removed in early summer or
a:er harvest between late August and early September.
The ﬁrst three years should be spent on training only, but
by the fourth and ﬁ:h years, the trees can be allowed to
produce a light crop.
Thinning
Fruit should be removed by hand to one or two per cluster. Space fruing clusters about every 6 inches along the
limb. To remove the fruit without damaging the spur or
other fruit on the spur.

Peaches , Apricots and Nectarines

Pruning- Peaches are usually trained to an opencenter system
Thinning- Hand-thin the tree about four weeks
a:er full bloom, spacing the peaches about 6
inches apart on the limb.

Notes

